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ArtAge supplies books, plays, and materials to older performers around 

the world. Directors and actors have come to rely on our 30+ years of 

experience in the field to help them find useful materials and information 

that makes their productions stimulating, fun, and entertaining.  

 

ArtAge’s unique program has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, 

Chicago Tribune, LA Times, American Theatre Magazine, Time Magazine, 

Modern Maturity, on CNN, NBC, and in many other media sources. 

 

ArtAge is more than a catalog. We also supply information, news, and 

trends on our top-rated website, www.seniortheatre.com. We stay in touch 

with the field with our very popular e-newsletter, Senior Theatre Online. 

Our President, Bonnie Vorenberg, is asked to speak at conferences and 

present workshops that supplement her writing and consulting efforts. 

We’re here to help you be successful in Senior Theatre! 

 

We help older performers fulfill their theatrical dreams!  
 

ArtAge Publications 

Bonnie L. Vorenberg, President 

PO Box 19955 

Portland OR 97280 

503-246-3000 or 800-858-4998 

bonniev@seniortheatre.com 

www.seniortheatre.com 

mailto:bonniev@seniortheatre.com
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NOTICE 
 

Copyright: This play is fully protected under the Copyright Laws of the 

United States of America, Canada, and all other countries of the Universal 

Copyright Convention.  

 

The laws are specific regarding the piracy of copyrighted materials. 

Sharing the material with other organizations or persons is prohibited. 

Unlawful use of a playwright's work deprives the creator of his or her 

rightful income. 

 

Cast Copies: Performance cast copies are required for each actor, director, 

stage manager, lighting and sound crew leader.  

 

Changes to Script: Plays must be performed as written. Any alterations, 

additions, or deletions to the text must be approved. 

 

Permission to Film: Rights to produce, film, or record, in whole or in part, 

in any medium or in any language, by any group amateur or professional, 

are fully reserved. 

 

Royalty: Royalties are due when you perform the play for any audience, 

paying or non-paying, professional or amateur. This includes readings, 

cuttings, scenes, and excerpts.  

 

The royalty for amateur productions of this show is posted online. It is 

payable two weeks prior to your production. Contact us for professional 

rates or other questions. Royalty fees are subject to change. 

 

Insert the following paragraph in your programs: 

 

Performed with special permission from ArtAge Publications’ Senior 

Theatre Resource Center at 800-858-4998, www.seniortheatre.com. 
 

 

Something Wonderful Copyright © 2012 by Leah Halper 

http://www.seniortheatre.com/
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SOMETHING WONDERFUL 

  

by 

 

Leah Halper 

 

CAST 

 

SILVIA: Well dressed, attractive, brunette, any age over 60. Speaks    

 standard American English but her name is pronounced the Italian   

 way, Sil-via. Gestures a bit more than the American norm but not   

 excessively. 

 

DALE: Casually dressed, male or female, around Silvia’s age. 

 

Place 

An apartment. 

 

Time 

The present. 

 

Setting: DALE's living room, with a kitchen attached. 

 

At Rise: DALE checks oven nervously, dips finger into a pot, tastes, perfects table 

setting, checks watch, sits down, pops back up to stir pot. Knock at door. DALE checks 

mirror, leaves kitchen, opens door to SILVIA, who carries a large box.  

 

DALE: (taking box) I was getting worried. You found the place.  

 

SILVIA: You bet. Looked forward all week. (she pecks DALE) Are we kissing? 

 

DALE: (gently setting down box) Absolutely. (DALE holds her and they kiss) I hope 

we’re beyond kissing. I hope we’re…well, one thing at a time.  

 

SILVIA: That’s inviting. What a nice place. Thanks for asking me. (They kiss. She 

sniffs) Smells like...  

 

DALE: We’ll take it slow. Right? Dinner first. Right? (they kiss again) 
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SILVIA: (smiling) Well, I place myself in your hands. But I can hope. 

 

DALE: You don’t know how I’ve looked forward...but one thing at a time or I’ll 

get nervous. Actually, I’m already nervous. Dinner. (taking box) What’s all this? 

 

SILVIA: (She moves towards chairs. DALE follows) My contribution. 

 

DALE: (setting box down, removing items) A nice cognac. A very nice red wine. 

That’ll go perfectly. (shakes a Tupperware container) This is…?  

 

SILVIA: (sits) Hors d’oeuvres. I know you like mushrooms, right?  

 

DALE: (He tastes one, offers. SILVIA takes one) Ummmm. Absolutely, Wow. Good. 

And—(lifts lid on another Tupperware)  

  

SILVIA: (chewing) I had some soup. If you can’t use it tonight, just eat it later. 

 

DALE: (uncertainly, swallowing) Thanks. And…bread? 

 

SILVIA: (helpfully) The best sourdough. From the bakery near the bus station. I 

wanted you to try it. 

 

DALE: (excavating heavy container, peeking inside) You cooked a roast? (rummages 

further) What’s this?  

 

SILVIA: Just a few cookies I had around... 

 

DALE: (sets cookies down heavily) I don’t know what to say.    

 

SILVIA: (pleased) They’re amaretto. You’ll love the texture. 

 

DALE: You forgot a tablecloth. (Triumphantly, SILVIA produces one, but DALE 

doesn’t notice, having turned away to survey the pile. Puzzled) I invite you to dinner, 

and you bring the meal. 

 

SILVIA: (guiltily stashing tablecloth, smile fading) I forgot a vegetable. But we could 

run to the store... 

 

DALE: (turning towards her) Are you provisioning to stay the week? 
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SILVIA: I’m not even assuming you want me for the night, Dale. It’s just stuff I 

had around. 

 

DALE: You had a roast warm from the oven around? When I’ve been cooking 

since yesterday? You always bring the food when you go to someone’s place for 

dinner?  

 

SILVIA: Dale, you’re not someone. I’ve told everybody how much I like you.  

 

DALE: I like you, too. And I know you’re a great cook. But Meals on Wheels 

seems premature. (picks up one of the containers, looks inside) If you’re worried— 

 

SILVIA: (takes it from DALE, sets it down) If you’re sensitive...     

 

DALE: (sits, fights emotions) Our first misunderstanding.  

 

SILVIA: (sits) God, I’m really sorry. I didn’t mean to. Should I leave?  

   

DALE: Not until you explain.  

 

SILVIA: (teary) Oh, first explain, then leave? (starts to gather stuff) 

 

DALE: (stops her) Can you just tell me?  

 

SILVIA: (gathers stuff again, brushing a tear) Maybe my sister’s right. 

 

DALE: About what? (silence) Silvia. Without communication we have nothing. 

What is it?  

 

SILVIA: It’s just that...you know I’m Italian. 

 

DALE: (touches her face) I love that you’re Italian. I love this dark beauty.  

 

SILVIA: Italians love...to eat. (with difficulty, taking his hand) And...at least in my 

family…maybe not other Italians, but everyone I know...we don’t really like 

other people’s food. I mean, sometimes it’s fine. But we’d really rather— 

 

END OF FREEVIEW 

You’ll want to read and perform this show! 


